McNemar House
ALWAYS ENTERTAINING. ALWAYS INSPIRING.

112 Paradise Road | Buckhannon | West Virginia | 26201
www.mcnemarhouse.com

Hey there! Thanks for reaching out about our venue. We are located just outside of a very small town and book a limited number of shows each year. We rely heavily on topnotch press kits in order to promote our shows, and we’ve seen a direct correlation in press kits and ticket sales. We believe our job at McNemar House is to fill as many
seats as possible for the artists that we book, so we have recently begun jurying artists and confirming that they meet the promotional requirements before booking to ensure
that we can make each and every show a success. If we don’t think we can book you here this in no way means that we don’t love your music! Our recent increase in booking
inquiries has required us to take these measures in order to select the artists we can best serve here at our venue. While we haven’t cancelled our current bookings that don’t
meet the new requirements, going forward all artists must meet the criteria below for jury consideration. Thanks again for contacting us. We look forward to receiving your
submission.
Truly,
Heather McNemar, Venue Owner
ARTIST REQUIREMENTS
1.
All prospective musicians or bands must have a website.
2.

A video link in one of the following forms is required:
a.

Video directly embedded on the musician’s or band’s website (preferred).

b.

Video link on REVERBNATION.

c.

Video link on YouTube.

d.

Video link on Vimeo.

3.

Musicians and bands must have 2-3 professional high-resolution images that can be used for the ticket listing, social media promotion, and print promotion.

4.

All prospective musicians or bands must possess a long and short bio.

5.

While not required, we prefer prospective musicians or bands to have a well-managed Instagram account.

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
To submit a package for jury consideration, please email the following information to: bandsubmission@mcnemarhouse.com. Our jury consists of sales, marketing, and
music professionals as well as guest musicians. Our selections for bookings are based on how well we believe we can market your music at our venue based on your talent
and stage presence, the quality of your promotional packet, and the genres of music that have had the best historical success at our venue. We strive to jury submissions
within 14 days. Don’t hesitate to touch bases with us after that time frame if you haven’t heard back from us. We do respond to all submissions.
1.

Band Contact Info

2.

The Genre Under Which You Market Yourself/The Band

3.

Website Link

4.

Video Link in One of the Following Formats:
a.

Video directly embedded on the musician’s or band’s website (preferred).

b.

Video link on REVERBNATION.

c.

Video link on YouTube.

d.

Video link on Vimeo.

5.

Web Resolution Copy of 2-3 Professional Images

6.

Long & Short Bio

7.

Instagram Account if Applicable

8.

Any Additional Information You’d Like Us to Have

